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mixmeister fusion is a powerful dj software program for mac os x. this newest version of
mixmeister fusion 7.7.0.1 includes many new features, enhancements, and improvements. did i
mention that this is one of the best dj software programs for mac os x? you can export to mp3
or aiff and burn the mix to a cd or create burnable mp3 mix cds. you can use the fully
compatible apple audio units in your virtual mixer.mixmeister fusion pro builds on the work of
its predecessor, mixmeister 7. you can control more than 400 effects in real time, and you can
use the internal audio engine to process your audio in any way you want. effects like flange,
pitch shifting, echo, chorus, reverb, and much more are ready for your mix.bpm, time and pitch
synchronization are all supported, as well as a number of predefined tempo sync modes, and
you can use the new tempo ramping feature to smoothly blend different bpms together. the
result is high quality, professional-sounding mixes with an audio quality which can't be beat.
you can use the mixer for live performances, record your gigs, or use it to produce mixing cd's.
the best part is that this software is totally free! don't wait, and download mixmeister now.
you'll be mixing in no time! you get the functionality of a loop editor or digital audio
workstation, but you can blend songs together to create stunning dj performances.mixmeister
fusion frees you from monotonous tasks like beat matching, setting cue points, and counting
beats in your head. it gives you the power to unleash your creativity and shape your music in a
million ways, with live looping and remixing, vst effects, harmonic mixing and more.you can
manipulate tempo, volume, and eq in real time, on-the-fly. it even records all your actions (not
just the resulting audio), so you can go back, listen to your mix, and make precise adjustments
with studio-style editing capabilities.fusion's live performance capabilities can be expanded via
connectivity with midi hardware controllers. export your completed mix as an mp3 or burn it to
a cd using the integrated burning tools. whether you use it for live gigs or mix cd production,
fusion lets you achieve true performance perfection.
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so what makes this mixmeister software special? it's the automation and automation-based
mixing features. you can quickly and easily automate any part of your performance. mixmeister
fusion makes it easy for you to do some real-time mixing. you can mix your music on the fly,
with real-time automation, and on the fly looping for fun. mixmeister fusion 7 features a
timeline that is the perfect size to help you keep track of everything that's happening. you can
easily add new tracks in the timeline. you can drag and drop loops directly into the timeline.
any mixmeister track that you drag into the timeline automatically receives a red label. you can
even drag any track from another mixmeister project. fusion is designed to automatically move
clips that are part of a loop based track to the end of the loop based track. you can also loop
the clip on its own. another cool feature is that you can create a loop based track and put your
full length song on a loop. then, you can mix the loop and the song together in real time. this is
a great way to create a song without having to worry about the actual composition. mixmeister
fusion's automation is unique. while the automation is great for loops, it works great for music
as well. you can change any mixmeister track's automation values in real time. you can use
automation to control your effects and effect parameters. you can also set the automation
values for external midi controllers. mixmeister fusion can import your own external audio files
into projects and then automatically categorize them. this way, you don't have to manually
assign each audio file to a category. you can also import your own projects into fusion.
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